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YOUR FREE TIPS… 

BetFan Free Tips 
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BetKudos Free Tips 
TipsterTV Free Tips

GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Saturday Issue 
of Your BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Pace Ace, Dave’s Big 
Tips and Value Wins.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Catch you again Monday morning.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group
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Simon Holden Racing Club By Simon Holden


What an exciting Saturday we have today with the first really good jumps meeting of 
the season at Chepstow complimented by two superb cards at Newmarket and York 
who stages its final race day of the season. Now I still look very young as you know 
but I find myself saying these old people sayings like ‘Where has the year gone” and 
“she is not going out dressed like that” and that’s my Mum.


But as we reach the end of the Flat season I’m ready to attack the jumps and I’ve 
assembled the biggest team of inside contacts I’ve ever had so if you join the Simon 
Holden Racing Club for the season we will pile on the agony for the old enemy.


Lets have a look at the big handicap hurdle at Chepstow at 4.10, it’s a class 1 
handicap hurdle over 2 and a half miles and it’s a pearler. The first thing to say is the 
vast majority of the field are having their first run of the season so we have to take on 
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trust their fitness. Or we have to look at the current form of their Trainers. Some yards 
are slow to come to hand and others have their horses ready to rumble.


The wily Jonjo O’Neil has his team in really good form and paddock pickers report 
them all to be very fit. He runs a horse here who I saw win last year and who started 
the season with victories before tailing off. This is a horse clearly best caught early 
and if it’s as fit as the stables other runners then it’s on a mark to do some damage 
here. Also because of the tail off in its form last year it comes here completely 
unfancied and is a whopping 40/1 with William Hill. The horse is Doesyourdogbite and 
is ridden by Aiden Coleman who rides Chepstow as well as anyone. Jonjo likes 
nothing better than a big priced tilt at these big handicaps and if this one is in the 
same form he was early last season we have a real player.


I have 4 other big gambles going down today and there is still time to get involved 
and start your membership to my Racing Club.


CLICK HERE To Join Me For Just £9.99 For The Next 28 Days! 


Your FREE Saturday Video Tip is now available on our Youtube Channel. 

Back This Horse (CLICK HERE) Each Way At Newmarket Today 

John Constable Can Win The Cesarewitch By Rick Elliott


In a race over two miles two furlongs you would think the draw is not a factor. 
However, 13 of the last 17 winners of Saturday’s Cesarewitch at Newmarket came 
from stall 18 or lower. The inside stalls give horses an advantage and John Constable 
has fared well in that respect. The ante post favourite has seen money after being 
drawn in seven in a field of 34 runners. Leading contender Withhold is in stall 24 and 
has drifted on the basis of the low draw advantage. 


John Constable was the early betting favourite on the strength of some decent form 
over jumps. The horse was impressive in winning the Swinton Hurdle at Haydock in 
May. The favourite is trained by Evan Williams who is better known for his jumpers but 
since the start of the century Martin Pipe, Nicky Henderson and Philip Hobbs have 
won two Cesarewitch’s each. Alan King trained the winner in 2015.


Dubawi Fifth has not been given a kind draw and at number 19 has to defy the 
historical trends. However, the horse has been allocated a relatively low weight and is 
a proven stayer. Dubawi Fifth could improve and ticks all the right boxes for the 
Cesarewitch. The horse looks a jumper in the making and Cheltenham could be the 
next port of call after this assignment at Flat HQ. 
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The each-way value could be Shrewd who gets in with 7lbs less than last year. There 
has been a dip in form but the horse could have fund a competitive level and weight. 
The draw and ground are positives and Shrewd could make the payout places. Some 
firms are settling each-way bets down to eighth place at one fifth the odds so Shrewd 
could be a winner with them although a top 4 place is a big ask. 


The last major handicap on the Flat is becoming the first key contest of the new 
jumps season. Since 2000 eight predominantly National Hunt trainers have won the 
race which begins in one county and ends in another. It’s rare that a race over 18 
furlongs does not take the runners past the winning post more than once. John 
Constable can good a good position and dictate the race and the horse is 8/1 in open 
betting. 


Jumps form does not always translate to the Flat and vice versa. Even over this 
extended trip both speed and stamina are important and John Constable may 
struggle to keep up when there is not the equalising element of 8 jumping tests. 
However, the horse has been so impressive in two valuable handicap hurdles that the 
value of the form cannot be ignored. JOHN CONSTABLE is tipped to win the 2018 
Cesarewitch.  


The Dewhurst Stakes is the most prestigious race for horses aged two in Britain. It is 
a Group 1 contest run over seven furlongs and is part of the supporting card on 
Cesarewitch day. The winner often becomes the winter favourite for the 2,000 
Guineas and last year’s winner Churchill won both races as did Frankel (2010) and 
Dawn Approach (2012). Expert Eye is the odds-on favourite and is the form and 
ratings pick even though Aidan O’Brien has four entries for a race he has won three 
times. EXPERT EYE will be a tough nut to crack even for the top trainer. 


United Win And BTTS At Anfield Today By Rick Elliott


One of the most popular sports bets is a multiple on matches in the Premier League 
and today there is a standout treble in the 3pm kick-offs. The fixture between 
Liverpool and Manchester United could break the record for TV viewers for a 
domestic match. It brings together two teams with massive following around the 
world, the vast majority of which have never been to Anfield or Old Trafford. A United 
win and both teams to score is 4/1 with Ladbrokes.  


Once the dust has settled on the 12.30 match we can focus on fixture starting at the 
traditional time of which there are five in the Premier League. The two absolute 
bankers are Manchester City at home to Stoke and Tottenham at home to 
Bournemouth. Opposing the two good things would be churlish but now we must find 
a third team for the bet. Swansea look overpriced at odds against versus Huddersfield 
and the treble pays almost 2/1 with bet365. 
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The highlight of the day in racing is the Cesarewitch which starts in one county and 
ends in another at Newmarket. National Hunt trainers have won the race eight times 
this century and Evan Williams can improve that record by training JOHN 
CONSTABLE to victory. Expert Eye cannot be opposed in the Dewhurst Stakes, which 
is the most prestigious race for horses aged two in the calendar. 


There is almost one million pounds of prize money on offer at Newmarket today and 
Aidan O’Brien has brought a strong team from Ireland. His horses named with a 
flower theme have done well this season so it’s appropriate that his best chance 
could be with Kew Gardens in the first race which is a juvenile contest. There are 
concerns about trip and going for some of the other runners and KEW GARDENS (7/4 
with William Hill) has the form to take advantage and win the race under Ryan 
Moore.


Declan’s Eye-Catchers By Declan O’Donoghue


CHILDRENS LIST (Willie Mullins) Ran a cracker on his first race since New Year's Eve 
when a close second from way off the pace over a trip too short at Limerick. Has 
plenty of scope and will make a decent - and potentially top class - three mile chaser.


DETAILED (Joseph O'Brien) Rapidly improving filly, showed good battling qualities to 
land a Listed race at Limerick, and should continue to climb the ratings. Stays longer 
than the mother in law but not short of toe either. 


DROMNEA (Mouse Morris) Ran well in the Munster National but the trip proved a 
bridge too far. Compensation awaits if stepping down in distance next time.


FAYONAGH (Gordon Elliott) Beat the boys in the Champion Bumpers last season at 
Cheltenham and Punchestown. May be confined to her own sex this year as the 
Mares Novice seems the long term target. Made the perfect start over hurdles at 
Fairyhouse though and the Supreme Novices could be tempting if she continues to 
progress.


GOBI DESERT (Ger Lyons) Lit up a gloomy Navan last Sunday when flying home to 
grab the Legacy Stakes. Colin Keane reported him still very green, hating the soft 
ground and finding the six furlongs plenty sharp enough. Should really take off over a 
mile on decent ground, and could develop into a 2,000 Guineas horse next year. 


HAUNTING VOCALS (Jim Bolger) Front running tactics brought notable improvement 
as she landed some nice bets in a Gowran Park nursery. Should comfortably get a 
mile and once Bolger's handicappers start winning they often run up a sequence.


IMAGING (Dermot Weld)  While his trainer won't remember this season with any 
particular affection, this Oasis Dream colt gave him something to smile about when 
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trouncing the highly regarded Ballydoyle juvenile Spanish Point at Limerick. He'll 
reappear in a 2,000 Guineas Trial early next season and really could be anything. 


PALMERS HILL (Jonjo O'Neill) Impressive Tyrella point to point winner, sent to the 
Cheltenham Sales held at the Festival after racing on the Thursday, snapped up by J 
P McManus for £310,000. Nice start at Uttoxeter, travelled and jumped well.


ROBIN DES FORET (Willie Mullins) Not the main stable fancy when winning at 
Limerick, this consistent sort has now shown that he handles sticky ground which 
opens up all kinds of new options. Stays well, and seems to settle more easily now.


Click Below For Declan’s Extra Special Deal… 

Join Today And Pay Just £25 Until End of The Year!  

Today’s Bookie Offer By Eddie Lloyd


Fancy A Goal To Be Scored Between Liverpool v Man Utd This Afternoon? 


Liverpool take on Man Utd this afternoon at 12.30 at Anfield as each team seeks 
those 3 points in the Premiership. In the last 20 games these two sides have scored at 
least 1 goal 19 times. The stats are on our side and new customers can grab a 
massive 33/1 about a goal to be scored between these two giants…..


>>>Click Here For 33/1<<<
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